I imagined it all...secret underground cults of Pacific Northwest techno DJs, worshiping Detroit in dark warehouses far from the grind of the househeads...and then I was snapped out of the dream.

This article is a creative trawler. Jeff Mills trawling three decks of words at 1100pm...My original mission was to find that link between Vancouver’s revered industrial scene of the ’80s and today’s explosion of techno, electro and experimental producers in the Pacific Northwest who openly proclaim their debt to Detroit’s Afri-Futurist techno and Germany’s minimal dub explorations. The mission was personal. As a techno DJ of many years in Vancouver, I wanted to discover who laid the groundwork for the subsequent techno enterprises. Any transporter will notice cracks in the vinyl, and also my own personal involvement with this scene. This article thus remains subjective and gonzo. Drop the needle...the following mix only sketches out the sonography. Memory tracks remain white labels in the grooves of history.

Outside the House

Vancouver is primarily known for its house scene through the Nordic Trax label, and probably the most recognized DJ from Vancouver is Tyler “T-Bone” Staslow. Tyler moved to Vancouver in the early ’80s, DJing funk, acid house, soul, reggae and a “spot of techno.” I asked him if there were links between Vancouver’s industrial scene — cEvin Key, Frontline Assembly, Skinny Puppy, Phil Western — and the early rave scene. “No, not at all,” says Tyler. “I’d really only heard of them. In the early days I’d play a Ministry or Front 242 track but it was never my first love.” Maybe not for Tyler — but for anyone else? People that have been forgotten, perhaps? The answer was grim: “No clue.”

Re-mixing the strategy and not to be dismayed, I turned to CTR’s DJ Noah. Tyler remembers him well as a DJ who “played more techno than most.” I used to tune into Noah’s Homebasca show on Friday nights — which is still running — and it influenced me for years. As Tyler says, “Noah played what would later become known as ‘Rave Classics.’” But like me, it was the style of Noah’s DJing that was most impressive. “The quality I admire most about Noah’s DJing,” says Tyler, “is the fact that he can be unpredictable — an attitude or style sometimes associated with ‘techno’ DJing.” Indeed. Anyone who has heard Donald Glaude throwing down techno records can attest...it’s not only the music, it’s the attitude toward the records, an unmistakable grasp of the mix and the EQ in a vicious speed that combines the hip hop tricks of turntablism with the beatmatch skills of a house DJ, ending up somewhere in uncharted territory — a sonography of skills akin to Toronto’s Jeff Milligan, a.k.a. Algorithm.

Industrial Isolation

The path to fame in Vancouver is weird, but normal for the recognition of a sound. The industrial scene had the most influence outside its coastal home...but this boomwagon returned, for Algorithm and other deities to the industrial world, such as Ritchie Hawtin, had a longstanding influence on the generation of DJs that came after Tyler Staslow. But this was evidently still a few years to come and on the fringe of Vancouver’s music history.

In the mid-’90s, DJs such as Micronian and Chris Schmidt in Vancouver mixed industrial, trance, and techno. Artist Olo J. Millikan remembers the definitive isolation of the “Freak Scene” in the days of the goth/industrial club Twilight Zone: “The music was electronic but not what we know as techno now, it was more like what became trance without the builds, and again there was no beat matching, so the whole point of how the music is supposed to be assembled was lost on the freaks.”

Around the same time, the splintering of the ’80s industrial scene filtered into the domain of electronic music, mainly through the various adumbrations of the “Skinny Puppy scene” in Vancouver: Bill Leeb, Phil Western (Philit), Randy Handrabur, Dave Ogilvie and a few that brought the world Frontline Download, DXOA, Noise Unit, Off planetAU, Floatpoint, VueMorpheus Sanctum...Yet it wasn’t until 1994 that revellers took serious notice. Not records — in one of the few moments of glory before a long fall into commercialization — released a sid project by Bill Leeb and Rhys Fulber. This was Delirium’s first album, Semantic Spaces. Despite an intriguing take on world beat, the album remains a chill-out favorite from the era. And in 1996, Robert Shea launched Map Music, going on to release Phil Western’s crossover album, The Apoclypse. In 1998, Shea and Harthouse North America acid-techno label re-up and an early Vancouver rave DJ alongside DJ Noah, and probably represents one of the strongest links between the industrial and early techno scenes in Vancouver.

Trackin’ Techno

It was in the same mid-’90s era that Vancouver’s techno undergrowth was forming. In Victoria, artists who are recognized today on Spencer’s dancehall label were DJing and collecting gear and selling forth their first productions — Matt Johnson, Tyger Dhula, Cobblestone Jazz and Colin the Mole. Vancouver witnessed the appearance of Loco!, Ben Nevola, Kenny Uchida and Stab Sly. A primary force at this time was six-house DJ Jess, whose Broken Record Chamber experimental side project and O-Funk band provided a creative drive for further explorations beyond Vancouver’s predominant house sound.

None of this would have been possible without a dedicated and supportive framework of DJs and conceptual event curators that thrived in the mid-to-late ’90s and into the millennium for this music. In Seattle, DJ Brahman’s gr8k studios events, the launch of Randy Jones’ CRAC records, the success of Jacob London, the madness of evk’s eventual Phoenix Festival and the influence of producers such as Ben Sims, Solenoid, Mike Perkowski, Masa’s 1200...